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“Queer Music-Hall Sport”: “All-in” Wrestling and Modernist Fakery
Claire Warden

In 1932 a Manchester Guardian journalist spent the evening at the Victoria
Palace theatre in London. The evening’s entertainment came in the form of a
wrestling match between two strongmen of the music hall and a self-proclaimed “AllIn” team consisting of a man named Frank Oakley alongside the mysterious “Black
Devil”:1
The challenges have been hanging in the air, and the hand-clapping at the first
bouts was thin and calm. At times the laughter is worthy of an Aldwych farce.
The introductory parade of big, hairy men of several nationalities, some
heavily plastered, is impressive enough. The announcer assures us pleadingly
that one wrestler had his nose smashed on Monday and another was seriously
hurt.2
The journalist gave his piece the titillating title “All-In Wrestling: Queer
Music-Hall Sport: A Bloodless Orgy” and concluded it by criticizing “all-in wrestling
in its bloodless exaggeration” (“All-In Wrestling,” 4). His explanation, one of the
earliest expositions of “All-In” wrestling, produces a confused picture. While the
physicality of the wrestlers and the warnings of the announcer suggest a dangerous
combat sport, the journalist’s reflections and tone undermine this reading, describing
instead a sort of theatrical entertainment. His awkward portmanteau term “Music-Hall
Sport” alludes to a liminal form that defies easy definition.
This article uses this review as a catalyst for the examination of “All-In”
wrestling as a germane aspect of British modernist culture in an internationalist

context. But, more than this, it uses “All-In” to uncover a broader series of
unpredictable borders between the fake and the real, the parodic and the authentic, the
distasteful sham and the respectable “truth.” In his introduction to the co-edited
collection Incredible Modernism: Literature, Trust and Deception, John Attridge
claims cultural modernism is “characterized by a concern with the question of trust,
and especially with how trust, like ‘human character,’ might be said to have changed,
and even to have entered a period of crisis.”3 In a modernist world defined by
unknowns, distrust and even fakery, “All-In” wrestling stands as a unique, liminal
form contributing to and reflecting this broader modernist context.

Precarity of Authenticity and the History of Modernist Wrestling
Matt Houlbrook’s book Prince of Tricksters: The Incredible True Story of
Netley Lucas, Gentleman Crook uses the story of a single historical figure to make
much broader definitional claims about modernism. Lucas, confidence trickster and
fabricator, is emblematic, Houlbrook suggests, of far-reaching anxieties in a
modernist society in which “[c]onfidence and authenticity were increasingly
prominent yet precarious values.”4 Houlbrook points here to a profound modernist
paradox. On the one hand, the rise of modern media alongside the increasing
theatricality of the twentieth century meant “new or more pressing conflicts emerged
around who or what could be properly known” (Houlbrook, Prince of Tricksters, 4).
On the other, photography and scientific advancement seemed to provide a greater
sense of accurate mimeticism or factuality than ever before. Émile Zola, one of the
founders of artistic naturalism, for example, predicted a future for theatre with a
“public enthusiastically in favor of the truth” rather than the conventional trappings of
the stage.5 This troubling emergence of the fake appeared in multiple ways in a global

artistic context: Attridge, for example, sees it in the questioning of authorial sincerity
which witnessed a “stirring up of the volatile borderland between fact and fiction”
(“Introduction,” 13). Leonard Diepeveen, considering Chicago’s International
Exhibition of Modern Art (1913), invents the term “mock modernism” to describe the
parodies and hoaxes of modernist art.6 Neil Bartlett, reflecting on the case of Oscar
Wilde, understands his 1895 arrest through notions of forgery.7 Modernism, for all its
scientific progress and earnest search for artistic truth, seems to be largely defined by
misunderstanding, instability and travesty: “How could the ‘authentic’ be identified
amid such flux?” asks Houlbrook; as his analysis goes on to demonstrate, such a
question is seemingly unresolvable in the modern world (Prince of Tricksters, 4).
“All-In” wrestling, I suggest, can be actively read through this modernist
precarity of authenticity. Wrestling’s long history goes back to the ancient Greeks, of
course. Writing in 1894, Walter Pater acknowledged the Hellenic origins of wrestling
where matches represented a sporting celebration of muscularity and gymnasia in
periods of peace.8 In 1890, the Secretary of the Cumberland and Westmorland
Wrestling Society Walter Armstrong claimed “without doubt, wrestling, beyond
almost any other exercise, gives strength and firmness, combined with quickness and
pliability to the limbs, vigour to the body, coolness and discrimination to the head,
and elasticity to the temper, the whole forming an energetic combination of the
greatest power to be found in man.”9 It is an impression artistically rendered three
years earlier by Eadweard Muybridge who used images of wrestlers in his seminal
book of photography The Human Figure in Motion (originally published in 1887).10
Appreciation of this wrestling culture reappears regularly, and arrestingly, in
the paintings, drawings and sculptures of French artist Henri Gaudier-Brzeska.
Gaudier-Brzeska moved to London in 1911 and, by winter 1912, had found his way to

the London Wrestling Club. He admired the wrestlers in a letter to his wife Sophie
Brzeska:
They have reached such a state of perfection that one can take the other by the
foot and, without exaggeration, can whirl him five times round and round
himself, and then let go so that the other flies off like a ball and falls on his
head—but he is up in a moment and back again more ferocious than ever to
the fight. [I] thought he would be smashed to bits.11
Sarah Victoria Turner suggests a variety of readings of Gaudier-Brzeska’s
wrestling images: as erotic celebrations of manliness, as comedic reinventions of
combat or as deeply embedded in issues of nationalism. Ultimately, however, she
concludes that Gaudier-Brzeska looked to wrestling as “a way to bring together
stillness and movement, rhythm and strength, aesthetics and violence” (Turner, “A
‘Knot of Violent Living,’” 96). Like British artists such as Wyndham Lewis and
Christopher Nevinson, Gaudier-Brzeska used wrestling (and other combat sports) as a
methodological approach. Turner’s description of the “violence and force of his
technique as he pummelled his materials into submission” is an example of what
Kasia Boddy calls “pugilist aesthetics,” a defining technique of many modernist
makers.12
Two comments in Armstrong’s book, however, point to other emerging
wrestling forms. “The Lancashire style of wrestling,” he noted, “is, without doubt, the
roughest and most uncultivated of the three recognized English systems, as it includes
catching hold of the legs, wrestling on the ground, and other objectionable methods of
attack and defence” (Armstrong, Wrestling, 29). Armstrong identified and criticized
more violent, lawless wrestling styles. In addition, he acknowledged the need to
counteract another new form of wrestling:

Through the equivocal conduct of many of the professional wrestlers, the old
institution had at last . . . begun to wake up to the knowledge that the wrestling
contests by the brawny heroes of the north, as they were called, were often the
hollowest of shams. (xiii)
Armstrong’s comment is directed towards a burgeoning style of wrestling, one
of stereotyped characters, dubious conduct, a “hollowest of shams”: this was “all-in”
professional wrestling. In his famous essay “The World of Wrestling” in Mythologies,
Roland Barthes described it thus:
The virtue of all-in wrestling is that it is the spectacle of excess . . . wrestling
is a sum of spectacles, of which no single one is a function: each moment
imposes the total knowledge of a passion which rises erect and along, without
ever extending to the crowning moment of a result.13
While Barthes’s suppositions now feel a touch heavy-handed, and have been
significantly countered, reshaped and reimagined in recent professional wrestling
scholarship, his foundational work is key to understanding this form.14 Ultimately this
new form of wrestling was less about who won and lost in a competitive sense than
the process of performing the intelligible spectacle.
Such performed wrestling actually has a long history in Britain. In September
1890 famed strongman and exercise advocate Eugen Sandow appeared at the Royal
Music Hall in London.15 There to greet him was Karl Westphal, a German
weightlifter known as “Goliath.” Sandow described the event:
I had an engagement at that time at the Royal Music Hall, and a performance
was arranged in which Goliath had to surprise me, lumbering after me across
the stage, and trying to hold me in his grip. We wrestled together, and it was
his business to make himself the victor . . . we fired the cannon and the whole

display was brought to a conclusion by placing my arm through a leathern belt
which girt his waist, and carrying him at arm’s length off the stage.16
There is no doubting the strength and talent of these men, but, reading
between the lines, it was clear that this was, in Sandow’s words, a “performance,” not
a competition in any sporting sense. Such spectacles appeared regularly, thanks to
music hall promoters and can be seen as part of a broader interest in muscular,
dexterous bodies as entertainment at circuses and fairs.17 Charles B. Cochran, theatre
impresario and later producer of Noel Coward’s works, was particularly important in
the promotion of wrestling as a form of entertainment, bringing the impressive
Estonian George Hackenschmidt to London in 1908 to star on the variety stage.
Hackenschmidt prided himself on understanding the science of wrestling and
cultivated (and encouraged other potential wrestlers to cultivate) impressive all-round
strength and stamina as well as developing an educated understanding of holds and
throws. His 1909 book Complete Science of Wrestling illustrates Hackenschmidt’s
approach. Interestingly, it is written explicitly for a British audience; he begins it with
a description of up-standing wrestling, for example, because “it is the department in
which British wrestlers are least practiced.”18 Cochran, upon meeting him in Paris,
remembered him as “easily the sturdiest and most graceful specimen of perfect
manhood I have ever seen.”19
Hackenschmidt’s presence illustrates the transnational character of performed
wrestling. This article focuses on Britain not only because a distinctive style
developed there but also because this style responded to localized tensions, anxieties
and identities. “Britain in the 1920s and 1930s was not unique,” confirms Houlbrook,
“but confronted a crisis of confidence that was particularly marked, or at least marked
in particular ways” (Prince of Tricksters, 5). Postwar trauma, the gradual weakening

of the Empire and disturbances in centuries-old class structures fed crises of
confidence in British culture in this period. But British wrestling existed in a
transnational web of professional wrestling cultures. Benjamin Litherland goes so far
as to say that British performed wrestling was an “American cultural text” sold to
British audiences during a time when American foods, sports and culture were
becoming particularly popular (“The Field and the Stage,” 128).20 This
acknowledgement of American influence on the development of British wrestling
(and indeed on professional wrestling around the world from Mexico to Japan) also
challenges the oft-held view that American sport with its football gridirons, basketball
courts and baseball diamonds remained somewhat removed from the international
sporting world in the early twentieth century.21 Performed wrestling clearly
contributed to, borrowing the title of Genevieve Abrahamel’s 2012 book, the
“Americanizing [of] Britain.”22
This type of wrestling also navigated its way across the old Empire; as John
Griffiths illustrates, New Zealand and Australia both had their own unique though
transnationally intertwined versions.23 The arrival of wrestling travelers in Britain
such as Hackenschmidt, but also American Frank Gotch, Polish Stanislaus Zbyszko,
Canadian Earl McCready (and others) added to this sense of internationalism. (More
dubious interludes also contributed to this internationalism, such as a mud wrestling
match in Blackfriars Ring which was deemed to be wrestling in the “Indian style” or a
villainous “baddie” “Ali Baba taking out his mat and praying to ‘Allah’”).24 Exploring
these connections, Griffiths challenges the notion of a “global homogenous wrestling
culture” confirming Peter Brooker and Andrew Thacker’s general statement in
Geographies of Modernism that transnational processes and interactions “never flow
together into some homogeneous totality” (Griffiths, “All the World’s a Stage,” 39).25

There was also a decidedly regional element here, in terms of location of bouts
and styles of practice. While performed wrestling was popular with London workingclass audiences, it received particular support in the industrialized North, in cities
such as Manchester where bouts were held regularly at Belle Vue stadium. While, like
American professional wrestling, British performed wrestling appeared in music halls
and circuses, the latter was also influenced by “English regional codes, such as those
which originated in Cumberland, Westmoreland [sic], Lancashire and Cornwall”
(Griffiths, “All the World’s a Stage ,” 48), which demanded an athletic, aggressive
style rather than the more showy spectacle of American wrestling. Despite
Armstrong’s unequivocal rejection of “hollowest of shams,” he maintained “the
northern school is, in our opinion, the proper one to graduate in” (Wrestling, xiv).26
After Hackenschmidt left London, performed wrestling died away in Britain.
It reappeared in the late 1920s as “All-In” wrestling.27 It was so called, according to
one of its founders, Sir Atholl Oakley, “because the new style included all the holds”;
it was, to intentionally use performance parlance, a sporting Gesamtkunstwerk (Blue
Blood, 21).28 This new form of wrestling launched in December 1930 with
simultaneous bouts in London (Olympia) and Manchester (Belle Vue), and began to
attract crowds across the country. John Lister confirms the successful emergence of
“All-In”:
Business was going great for a while, with the best part of forty regular venues
in London alone, and crowds of up to 14,000. Indeed, if you choose to believe
Oakley’s recollection, two million people watched a four match show as part
of the celebrations when the Graf Zeppelin airship visited Heathrow Airport. It
is perhaps worth bearing in mind that Oakley also claimed to have performed

what we now know as a headscissor takedown on an opponent that stood over
nine feet tall. (“A History of British Wrestling,” 224)
There are two important things to note in Lister’s description; firstly, “All-In”
wrestling did become extremely popular and, secondly, the form was embroiled in
debates about its authenticity and legitimacy—note Oakley’s outlandish
proclamations about the size of his opponent and the number of spectators. Oakley,
like Netley Lucas, represents a recurring figure of modernist culture and art: the
trickster.29 Houlbrook describes this deceiver: “[M]oving across a postwar landscape
often characterized as rootless, the chameleon-like trickster was an unnerving
reminder that no one was necessarily what he or she seemed” (Prince of Tricksters,
7). Oakley thus embodies the broader enquiry of this article. The difficulty of defining
“All-In” wrestling—is it sport or performance? Fake or real? Something to be
dismissed as overblown spectacle or taken seriously as a threat to society?—is most
evident in the series of legal and political challenges I explore below. These cases and
debates illustrate the liminal identity of “All-In” wrestling, and situate this form in
broader modernist arguments about fakery and authenticity.

“Did you like the performance?” “All-In” Wrestling’s “Fakery”
In 1936 a series of actions under the Lord’s Day Observance Act (1781) were
taken against promoters, venue owners and the Evening Standard (which advertised
wrestling events) in London. Two names recur in these cases: Mr. Gerald Gardiner,
lawyer, and Captain C. C. Lewis, solicitor. They represented clients who witnessed
“All-In” wrestling events and were shocked by the content. Representing Mr. Francis
Kelly (who claimed £300 under the act), Gardiner asked his client, “Did you like the
performance?” Kelly replied, “No. At the end of the first bout I began to doubt

whether it was a sport at all; at the end of the second bout I was sure it was not.”30
Like the Manchester Guardian journalist before him, Kelly began to doubt the
authenticity of “All-In” as a sport.
Harold Segel confirms “modernism truly became the great age of sport” and
Bernard Vere pronounces that “sport was one of the most distinctive ways in which
the modernity of the twentieth century was produced.”31 Despite this, Stephen Connor
suggests, sport is often strangely absent from modernist histories—“Why a room of
one’s own and never, as it seems, a gym of one’s own?” he asks. Examples of the
intertwining of modernism and sport are numerous and diverse: strongmen Sandow
and Bernarr Macfadden’s “modernist physicality,” the re-establishment of the
Olympic Games in 1896, mass gymnastics or calisthenics (in schools, universities or
as part of newly established groups such as the Boy Scouts), the foundation of
multiple organizations or professional leagues, the importance of sport as a challenge
to prevailing narratives about race (Jesse Owens at the 1936 Munich Olympics) or
gender (suffragette activists’ ju-jitsu training) (Segel, Modernism and the Physical, 4).
Thus in one sense “All-In” matches can certainly be understood as sporting events, in
that they can be read as part of a growing modernist interest in sporting physical
culture. “All-In,” says Snape, “was presented as a sport and was understood as such
by spectators” (“All-In Wrestling,” 1426). Litherland pushes this further and says that
to claim professional wrestling is not a sport is to unhelpfully solidify what sport is:
“it risks taking sport, and for that matter theatre, to be an unchanging, natural
phenomenon” (“The Field and the Stage,” 13).
However, I suggest, it was also not a sport or, rather, more accurately (in the
words of Heather Levi) it “represents sport in the mode of melodrama” (“Sport and
Melodrama,” 57). “All-In” never quite shed the fetters of the music hall or variety

performance. Years after Cochran’s wrestling shows, he turned to the “legitimate
stage” but, nevertheless concluded “my fights and wrestling bouts have been the
utmost value in relation to my artistic efforts . . . although I have not tried them so
hard, I believe my old wrestling fans would endure a performance of ‘Oedipus Rex’
or ‘The Cenci’ if they thought that by that means they would be doing me a good
turn” (I Had Almost Forgotten, 43). In fact, as Barthes reveals, its theatricality is a
key part of wrestling’s identity: “What the public wants is the image of passion, not
passion itself. There is no more a problem of truth in wrestling than in the theatre”
(“The World of Wrestling ,” 18). This reading of wrestling means that complaining
about the fixed fakery of professional wrestling is akin to bemoaning the fact that the
actors in a play have rehearsed and that the finale is planned in advance.
Due to this deeply performative character, wrestling has always fallen afoul of
what Jonas Barish describes as “antitheatrical prejudice.” Whereas terms from music,
visual art or literature are often laudatory or celebratory, theatrical terms—
“melodramatic” or “stagey”—are, says Barish, emblematic of “the disapproval of
theater . . . capable of persisting through so many transformations of culture, so many
dislocations of time and place.”32 Martin Puchner understands this impulse as
particularly characteristic of modernism, even existing within modernist drama itself,
with its dismissal of theatre history and its distrust of the actor.33 The most telling
type of modernist anti-theatricalism for my argument is, using Puchner and Alan
Ackermann’s description, the “paranoid image of the theatre, of a theatre that is at
work everywhere, infiltrating and corrupting everything, and which therefore
demands the greatest vigilance.”34 It was this corruptive theatricality that bothered
Armstrong so much when he criticized performed wrestling as the “hollowest of
shams”; he regarded this new form of wrestling as a perverse parody, shaming the

grand history of British amateur wrestling. Barthes’s reflections on the “spectacle of
excess,” however, detaches performed wrestling from other combat sports and
reattaches the form to the theatrical:
Extrapolated, fair wrestling could lead only to boxing or judo, whereas true
wrestling derives its originality from all the excesses which make it a
spectacle and not a sport . . . The rhythm of wrestling is quite different, for its
natural meaning is that of rhetorical amplification: the emotional
magniloquence, the repeated paroxysms, the exasperation of retorts can only
find their natural outcome in the most baroque confusion. (“The World of
Wrestling,” 23)
Barthes confirms that the primary difference between boxing and wrestling is not that
one is “real” and the other “fake,” but, rather, that the former progresses towards an
intelligible conclusion, whereas the latter is a series of intelligible symbols. It is, then,
defined by the excessive rather than the competitive.
“All-In” may well have been performative spectacle, but it retained a high
level of danger. In this it resembled other modernist sporting competitions. As Enda
Duffy describes in The Speed Handbook, modernist sport was not without its dangers,
whether that be speeding across Europe in a motor car pursuing the Gordon Bennett
Cup (established in 1899) or throwing punches in a ring.35 In fact the very real danger
of “All-In” was one of the key reasons it attracted the disapproval of Parliament. In
1933 Mr. Clyde Wilson (Conservative Party Member of Parliament for Liverpool
West Toxteth) brought a question to Home Secretary Sir James Gilmour in the House
of Commons. Wilson’s question related to an “All-In” wrestling event at Attercliffe
Rink in Sheffield, in which one of the fighters was 28-year-old George Johnson,
professionally known as “Strangler Johnson.” According to reports, after the bout,

Johnson collapsed in the dressing room. He regained consciousness but collapsed
again on his way to the railway station and died.36 The inquest the following week
made its way into the national newspapers. The jury claimed that “all-in wrestling is
not a clean sport and ought to be prohibited”; the Manchester Guardian article
describing the debate goes on,
Police Constable Ernest Clarke, who was on duty in the hall, described all-in
wrestling as “savage and brutal,” and Detective Inspector Manifold declared it
was a particularly degrading method of entertainment. Addressing the jury, the
Coroner said that bills advertising the contests appeared to pander to the baser
side of human nature and to attract people to come and see something which
was rather cruel.37
Wilson asked Gilmour “whether he [would] take steps to amend the law as to enable
local licensing authorities to regulate and control this form of entertainment.”
Gilmour responded (with customary parliamentarian obtuseness), “I have no
information that similar contests are frequent and I am not at present in a position to
say whether any amendment of the law is necessary.”38 In 1937 there was another
fatality: Michael Martin Flack in London. His mother’s statement provides an
interesting commentary: “He was constantly getting hurt; you could not blame any
one fight.”39 It is one of the contrary characteristics of professional wrestling, even
today—while matches are preplanned and partially scripted, while wrestlers are trying
to put on an entertaining match for the fans rather than actually hurt their opponent,
the frequency of in-ring injury and even death is remarkable.40 While the police
constable and the parliamentarian describe “All-In” as “entertainment,” its very real
savagery caused tangible concern.

As well as physical danger, “All-In” wrestling also appeared to pose a spiritual
danger, despite (or perhaps because of) its performative fakery. Returning to the case
brought under the 1781 Lord’s Day Observance Act: lawyer Gardiner is recorded as
describing the “All-In” event as “a disgusting spectacle to provide for members of the
British public, men or women, particularly on a Sunday” (“All-In Wrestling on
Sundays,” 4). Captain Lewis confirmed that “on one occasion I saw one of the
contestants threatening to brain [the promoter Alf Allen] with a spittoon” (4).
Apparently even worse, “he alleged that during a bout between an Italian woman and
a masked woman the Italian was rendered unconscious by a neck hold and her
opponent was awarded the verdict” (4). Lewis’s recollections are odd. He returned to
Chelsea Palace four times to watch the wrestling as “it would be impossible, from one
visit, to come to the conclusion that many of the bouts were ‘arranged’” (4). Yet,
although he is clearly aware that “All-In” might be fixed, he seems entirely taken in
by the threats to Allen and the unconsciousness of the Italian woman. Lewis seems
unable to decide whether his best attack lay in accusing “All-In” of actual brutish
violence or of fakery. Days later Gardiner and Lewis were involved in another case,
representing Mr. Eric Edward Kitchener, again brought under the old religious law:
On the first date, [Kitchener] said, he saw kicking and biting by the wrestlers.
Two men rolled out of the ring and almost fell on a girl, aged nine or ten, who
was in a front seat. Each wrestler tried to rub sawdust into the other’s eyes.41
In an interesting addendum in this latter case there is the suggestion that
Kitchener was a fascist and that he brought the case because of the financial reward
(which he had to promise not to give to any fascist group) rather than because of any
deep religious conviction. The case clearly cast Kitchener in a poor light, so much so
that Gardiner requested that “your lordship . . . make it clear that no allegation of

impropriety of any kind can be made against them [Kitchener and Lewis]” (“£200 for
‘Common Informer,’” 9). Whether any of these characters actually held strong
religious views or not, the court proceedings were certainly brought for religious
reasons, at least in the official legal narrative.
Other protests seem to have more convincing religious motives. In Blackburn
in 1935, three religious societies wrote letters of condemnation after King George’s
Hall was let for wrestling contests, referring to the form as “harmful” and “antiChristian.”42 Despite wrestling’s Biblical origins (the Genesis wrestling “match”
between Jacob and the Angel could be regarded as the first “worked” bout!) and the
advent of muscular Christianity in the nineteenth century, these groups clearly
identified something profoundly anti-Christian in this type of wrestling contest. In
both these cases—Kitchener’s financially lucrative accusations couched in the
language of religious objection and the more authentic religious concerns in
Blackburn—it seems to have been expedient to focus on the violent brutality of “AllIn” wrestling rather than its performative fakery. Indeed, as the infamous Parents
Television Council’s challenge to the WWE in 1999 illustrates, the moral outrage
about wrestling often rests on its “real” violence.43
Due to its perceived brutality and challenge to civilized mores (this despite
Oakley’s aristocratic roots), there were accusations that “All-In” attracted a coarse
crowd and encouraged the uncivilized wrestlers to engage in violent savagery. This
new form did not seem limited by the usual constraints of sporting rules. In March
1938, for example, “All-In” came under renewed judicial attack. Philip Meader, an
“All-In” referee, brought legal proceedings after it was alleged that wrestler Carl
Reginsky assaulted him after a match. Meader was awarded £150 in damages.44 The
Judge’s verdict contained the following statement:

Mr Reginsky said, and quite rightly I think, that the sport is conducted entirely
without rules, really. They simply enter into what appears to me to be an
animal contest . . . I dare say that if you poked your nose in a dressing-room
after one of these contests you would often see a rough and tumble. They are
not milk-and-water people; they are rough people. They say they are rough:
indeed, if they did not say they were rough they would not get an engagement
in this high-class entertainment.45
While the Judge perceived “All-In” as a sport, he, like the Manchester
Guardian journalist, imagined it as rule-less sport. In the perceived violence of “AllIn,” one might imagine similarities with boxing; indeed Boddy’s contention that
“while at the moment of triumph, the body may move beautifully, the sport itself is all
about damaging (and making ugly) the body” could be understood to apply to the
“All-In” wrestling ring too (Boxing , 20). But whereas boxing intentionally makes
ugly the opponent’s body, in “All-In” wrestling this ugliness should be a fictionalized
performance. While boxing authorities came under regulating bodies and received a
degree of legitimation because of this (the Marquis of Queensbury’s rules were
published in 1867), “All-In” wrestling’s rules, such as they were, seemed a
performance device.46 “Breaking the rules” was part of the game or, as Litherland
suggests, “many of these rules were a tantalizing glimpse of what one could expect to
see as part of the show” (“The Field and the Stage,” 130). “Below belt punching” and
“strangling,” both outlawed in the governing rules of “All-In,” could be regularly
observed in the ring. These moves, as Tom Harrisson and Charles Madge illustrate in
Britain by Mass-Observation, were part of the skill set and performative character of
the “dirty wrestler,”—in Barthes’s terminology, the “Bastard,” in contemporary
parlance, the “heel” (“The World of Wrestling,” 17).47 The journalist at the 1932

Victoria Palace event described “All-In” as “wrestling so to speak outside the rules.”
This is not wholly accurate. The rules are vital to “All-In,” but as narrative devices
rather than legitimating regulations.
The “roughness” that the judge points to here reveals a deep-seated class bias.
In his comprehensive study of Mass-Observation’s holdings on wrestling, Robert
Snape focuses particularly on the spectators. It is clearly not enough to simply say that
wrestling appealed to working-class audiences. Responders to Mass- Observation’s
survey about wrestling set up in the autumn of 1938 “held manual and mainly
unskilled jobs such as storekeeper, laborer and foundry worker; several were
unemployed. These occupations reflect the predominantly lower-working-class
composition of the crowd.”48 The form did not seem to appeal to the aspirational
working class and, as this article illustrates (and the judge in the Meader case
confirms), disgusted many in political or judicial authority.
The customary assumption is that the working-class spectators were duped,
naïve mugs, deceived by tricksters such as Oakley, unaware that the rules were
actually performative devices. But actually, Barthes notes, “this public knows very
well the distinction between wrestling and boxing” (“The World of Wrestling,” 15).
Barthes’s conclusion that the audience is in on the joke is substantiated by one of the
very earliest newspaper descriptions of “All-In” wrestling in a 1931 copy of The
Times:
The finish of the entertainment was comic. A gentleman got into the ring
while a bout was in progress and stopped it. He had arranged at some expense
a cabaret show, and a good one; and if this wrestling went on any longer—it
was then about 11.30—the show would be ruined. The spectators were quite

good-humoured about it, which seems to prove that all-in wrestling is more of
a joke and a spectacle than a serious business. 49
While such instances recur regularly in the paratexts surrounding “All-In” wrestling,
promoters and wrestlers did often try to protect the form from accusations of fakery,
particularly when accusers suggested a lack of effort on the part of the wrestlers.
Again, returning to Gardiner: “It seemed to him that some of the wrestlers were
making a great pretence [sic] at trying. He [Kelly] came to the conclusion that it was a
disgusting entertainment for England.”50 Oakley counteracted these sorts of
accusations thus:
Many British journalists, knowing nothing about wrestling technique, mistook
this wearing-down process for not trying, which was just about as sensible as
saying that a competitor in the mile is not trying because he does not run off
from the start at full speed. (Blue Blood, 40)
This is an admirable attempt to maintain, in wrestling parlance, “kayfabe”
(“maintaining a fictional storyline, of the illusion that professional wrestling is a
genuine contest”).51 But accusations of phoniness endured and “All-In” remained
outside a modernist sporting world where, as Connor says, “one must take the play
seriously; that is, one must not play at playing.”52 Even when the audience played
along, the “play at playing” that The Times’s correspondent noted in 1931 meant that
“All-In” was never quite accepted as a sport. Take, for example, comments from the
judge in the action taken against Reginsky:
“I don’t call all-in wrestling a sport” . . . He said he was accustomed to see the
contestants described as “tigers,” “wolves,” and all sorts of things. “They
apparently fight with terrific energy, get desperately hurt, then go off together
in a railway train and do exactly the same thing in another town,” he said.53

The suggestion here is that the animosity between the wrestlers was a performance
conducted by caricatured “actors,” in an example of what Philip Auslander, following
Laurence Grossberg, refers to as “authentic inauthenticity.”54 Whether David Bowie
or the Pet Shop Boys (the examples Auslander provides) or “All-In” wrestlers such as
Oakley and Reginsky, “the performers in question were more concerned to create
spectacular stage personae than images of authenticity” (Liveness, 89). Perhaps, in a
sense, this isn’t so different from more acceptable sports—consider, for example, the
multiple personae of boxing star Muhammed Ali or philosophical footballer Eric
Cantona—but, in this case, it led the Judge to question the authenticity of “All-In.”
This is the peculiar paradox of all professional wrestling: it appears to be a
fight between combatants but, in actuality, is a more akin to ballroom dancing than
boxing, the protagonist and antagonist acting together to produce the (in Barthesian
terms) intelligible spectacle. On the face of it, then, “All-In” wrestling seemed to
challenge contemporaneous narratives of citizenship and sporting camaraderie,
exemplified by innovations such as the founding of the Boy Scouts, which prepared
boys for the “grand life” of the military, and the advent of group gymnastics in school
Physical Education classes.55 Segal describes the growth of calisthenic training thus:
“Created in times of conflict and growing national self-realization, the gymnastics
movement incorporated into the disciplined communal training of the body a keen
sense of national purpose and paramilitary alertness” (Body Ascendant, 5). Both the
Scouts and gymnastics focused on athleticism in a communal sense. By contrast, one
regular attender of “All-In” confirmed “almost every wrestler is an individualist . . .
each wrestler develops a style and many tricks and gestures that are essentially his
own” (Harrisson and Madge, Britain by Mass-Observation, 132). But in reality, the
performers in “All-In” (just like contemporary professional wrestling) actually

worked together to produce the spectacle of combat, even though it looked like a
vicious, individualistic fight. This led to new accusations of fakery, accusations that
one promoter of “All-In,” cited in the Mass Observation archive, tried hard to resist:
Quite naturally the men are good friends before and after the fight; it’s just the
same as in the war, you had to fight your enemy soldier, before you did fight
him you had no grievance against him, and afterwards if you are captured you
make good friends; but during the fight there is a real fight for life and death.
And exactly he [sic] same happens with wrestling. (124)
This is an interesting, timely defense for this interwar period. Ultimately, it might
look like the antagonists are doing battle but actually the communal choreography
works in much the same way as, say, contact improvisation.56
The close proximity of wrestling bodies enables a complex reading of “All-In”
wrestling’s gender politics. Some audience members, for example, viewed “All-In” as
upholding traditional notions of British masculinity; in the words of one 67-year-old
respondent to the Mass Observation questions, the wrestlers represented a perceived
bygone age “when men were men and not the namby pamby, simpering, artificial,
hair curling variety that is most prevalent in the present days generation” (Harrisson
and Madge, Britain by Mass-Observation, 133). This might appear a rather odd
statement for a form often regarded, in the words of Broderick Chow, as a
“subversively queer practice, not (or not only) in its homoerotic content, but for the
way it points to a bodily potentiality outside the temporal regulation of wage
labour.”57 The poster outside the Chelsea Palace that persuaded Captain Lewis to buy
a ticket read “The sport all women adore: all-in wrestling,” suggesting a sexual
attraction, the chance for women to see muscular athletes writhing in the ring (“All-In

Wrestling on Sundays,” 4). In its liminality, “All-In” managed to negotiate being both
queer and stereotypically masculine at the same time.
This queer space offered the promise—and threat—of potentially progressive
gender politics, drawing the concerned attention of governmental officials. In 1933
Colonel Ropner (Conservative Member of Parliament for Barkston Ash) brought
William Wallis’s promotion of a planned women’s match between Miss Jennie
McDonald and Miss Flo Ling in Hull to the attention of Gilmour (Home Secretary) as
a cause for deep concern.58 Perhaps coincidentally (though probably not), a month
later “All-In” wrestling was banned from Hull Corporation Baths.59 Not even Lady
Astor’s intervention could change the minds of the parliamentarians:
Viscountess Astor (Plymouth, Sutton, U.)—Does not the right hon. Gentleman
think that if women want to wrestle they have just as much right to wrestle as
men? (Laughter).60
Concerns seemed to oscillate between understanding “All-In” as an entertainment—or
a “revolting display,” as Mr. Pike (MP for Attercliffe, Sheffield—incidentally the
constituency where “Strangler Johnson” died) said during this debate—or a bona fide
contest in which, as Mr. Thorne (Labor MP for Plaistow) described, with horror,
“wrestling is a form of physical development” for women (“Women and ‘All-In’
Wrestling,” 7). Responding, Wallis said that “nothing offensive to public decency
would occur. The women wrestlers would be suitably clothed and padded, and they
would wear more clothing than women acrobats at music-halls.”61 Here the
theatricality of “All-In” was used expediently, not to condemn fakery, but as a
justification for including women wrestlers on the card. In 1938, whereas men’s “AllIn” wrestling came under scrutiny from the London County Council, women’s
wrestling was banned outright.62 Whether as spectators or participants, parliamentary

and council officials could not decide whether “All-In” posed a danger to British
femininity because, as Fiona Skillen explains, “they feared that physical demands and
strains would draw out masculine qualities both physically and mentally” or because
it was a distasteful spectacle.63

European Politics and “deceptive surfaces”
With the onset of World War II, and under the pressure of so many legal,
moral and political challenges, “All-In” wrestling died away in Britain until 1952 and
the establishment of Joint Promotions.64 This was a coalition of local wrestling
companies, akin to America’s National Wrestling Alliance. During the 1970s the
Saturday evening television show World of Sport made stars of British wrestlers such
as Big Daddy, Giant Haystacks and Adrian Street. However, it was eventually
overtaken by the glitzier pyrotechnics of the American product, and World of Sport
was canceled in 1985. Only recently has British professional wrestling once again
emerged as a world leader.65
But to leave it there is to neglect “All-In” as a significant motif for modernist
anxieties around fakery and authenticity. In a House of Commons foreign policy
debate of December 19, 1938, Mr. Reginald Sorensen (Labor Member of Parliament
for Leyton West) described the political tensions of Europe:
Some years ago when I was stranded for some hours in Newcastle-UponTyne, not knowing what to do, I went through a small and grubby entrance
and observed the process of a game called an all-in wrestling match. It was an
amazing exhibition. There were two men throwing each other out of the ring
and apparently jumping on each other’s stomachs. While I was wondering
how it could happen in a civilised land, I could not also help thinking that it

resembled the state of Europe to-day. Both these men, no doubt, were thinking
rationally of what they were doing; but, while reason was being used, in spite
of that there was strife and the desire to subdue almost any cost [sic].66
The Labor Minister and pacifist here used “All-In” wrestling as an analogy for an age.
Since then, professional wrestling has often been used in such a way, no more so than
in our current political climate of “fake news” and caricatured politicians.67 Like
Sorensen, I understand “All-In” wrestling as more than simply a peripheral pastime;
rather, it exemplifies underlying tensions in modernist culture, namely between the
real and the fake. Diepeveen goes as far as to claim “modernism was Barnumism,”
attracting a remarkable amount of parodies and travesties (Mock Modernism, 4).68
“All-In” wrestling is one of the many “deceptive surfaces” of modernism, playing
with the constant tension between authentic and pretend (Houlbrook, Prince of
Tricksters, 7). It is for this reason that it attracted the attention of the authorities and
provides fruitfully emblematic motif for modernism.
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